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CHAPTER I  
imoDucnoN
The student’s view of himself w ill generally be reflected in 
his school work, his attitudes, and his interactions with others.
A cycle w ill perpetuate i ts e lf  as one element reinforces another.
The self-concept view of the student becomes an integral part of 
the learning experience.
Administrators and teachers of mentally retarded students have 
long been aware of the problems relating to  self-concepts. These 
are children vflao are labeled, perhaps for l i f e ,  by the stigm  of 
being mentally retarded. They suffer frcxn the stereotyped images 
and expectations accanpanying the label.* Many of these mentally 
retarded students end up se lf-fu lfilling  sane or a l l  of those nega­
tive expectations.
Talented Individuals are described as those who adapt to the 
requironents of coipetition existing in a given situation (e.g. 
schools).  ̂ C lassically, adaption i s  the survival of the f i t te s t .
I t  is  also the re la tive  degree of congruence between the performance 
of the role holders and expectations of the systan. Special educa­
tion was essentially  developed to increase the congruence between 
the expectations of the social institu tions and the actual perfor­
mances of the ro le  holders? This is  essentially a one-sided view, 
for i t  deals only with the role holders and th e ir performances
versus dealing with the expectations that society imposes.
Lewis Dexter stated that society casts the mentally retarded 
into an inferior (low) status because "the society demands a demon­
stra tion  of formal s k il l  a t coordinating meanings for advancement
to adult status."^ This is  a result of the view tha t "the tech-
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nique of learning has become a value in and of i ts e l f ."  I t  can be 
surmized that society prevents the fu ll  integration of the retarded 
person, rather than the ab ility  of the retarded individual to  func­
tion in  that society. The retarded are denied fu ll  participation 
within society and are therefore put In the periphery vdiere they are 
ignored. Fran th is position, the retarded are aware of a world in  
vMch they must function but are denied access. I t  is  a society 
where they are aware of the pressures of expectations but also aware 
of th e ir  lim itations for achieving them. I t  is  a world in  which 
they must live , but idiere th e ir  rights are generally overlooked and 
enployment i s  menial. Sterilization has been performed without con­
sent when the patient is  retarded, and the job security outside of a 
sheltered workshop is  minimal. I t  would seem as i f  we were de­
scribing conditions encountered by ethnic minority groups rather 
than retarded persons. However, unlike the Black Power movement 
vMch opened many doors in enployment, housing, education, and c iv il 
righ ts for the Blacks; or the Red Power movement or the Brown or the
Yellow, there is  no retarded power movement to  open doors. Most of 
the progress in th is  area i s  acconplished through citizen  advocacy 
vdîo lobby for the rights and protection of the mentally retarded.
Ihe discrimination against the retarded, the barring from
society, the stereotyped linages and labels, the in ferio r groiç status, 
a l l  contribute to the same second class citizenry given to  minority 
groiç)s. The problem lie s  not with the three per cent of our popu­
lation  who have limited mental ab ility , but rather, the problem 
lie s  with the manner in  which society categorized, labels, and deals 
with th is population.
In 1966 Dr. Marilyn Af flee t conducted a  study vMch enphasized 
the fact that society does trea t the mentally retarded as an infer­
io r group. Those feelings are carried over as to  how the mentally 
retarded perceive themselves. The question to which th is  study ad­
dressed i ts e l f  was how are society’s feelings of mental retardation 
different from those found in  1966. Has the mentally retarded per­
son changed self-concept since I966? The intent of th is  study is to 
answer the preceding questions.
Time of Study
Ih is study was conducted in  the Spring of 1976. The Oklahoma 
City Public Schools provided the subjects. The three high schools 
used were U. S .  Grant, Northwest Classen and Douglass.
Subjects
The subjects were divided into four categories: white special 
education students, Negro special education students, white regular 
class students, and Tegro regular class students.
Data
Data were the responses of the subjects selected of th is  study 
as gathered fran a questionnaire used as an interview tool developed 
by Allan Kerckhoff.
Treatment of Data 
Œhe Interview was conducted on a one to  one basis and lasted 
approximately twenty minutes. % e two-way analysis of variance 
te s t ,  the s ta tis tic a l  instrument, showed a cctiparison of the four 
study groups. Correlation was used to  show the strength of the re­
lationship between discrepancy and marginal personality scores.
The Problem as Studied by Dr. Afflect 
In each existing society there are defined goals and values. 
Individuals are faced with e ither accepting and achieving the goals 
or rejecting them. The rejection  can be for one of the following 
two reasons: Either the individual cannot obtain the value goals, 
or the goals are not rea lis tica lly  identified as appropriate for 
the group to  which he belongs. VJhen groins display values other 
than those of the majority, they are considered the minority.
Ten years ago, Dr. Marilyn Afflect conducted the following 
study: Reactions to Marginality: A Study of Mentally Retarded and 
Ethnic I^inorities. Dr. Afflect f e l t  that mentally retarded persons 
would exhibit personality characteristics usually associated with 
minority groups. These characteristics were known as marginal per­
sonality characteristics. The theoretical problem to which Dr. 
Afflect addressed her study was: To demonstrate that persons in  a 
marginal social position are very likely  to  exhibit discrepancies 
between (1) the value placed upon dominant cultural goals and (2) 
the expectancy for achieving these goals; and that these discrepan­
c ies, in  turn, lead to  the development of specific psychological 
features associated with a marginal position called marginal person­
a lity  characteristics.^
To te s t  the Afflect hypothesis special education high school stu­
dents were ccnpared with regular high school students, Negro students 
were conpared with V/hite students. The Negro students were selected 
as a  traditionally  marginal group. Ihe Negro regular, Negro special 
education, and V/hite special education students were designated as
7
marginal. The White regular students were designated as dominant.
Each student was interviewed by a questionnaire that vjas taken 
from a personality inventory developed by Alan Kerckhoff. The in ter­
view, conducted on a one to one basis, lasted approximately twenty 
minutes for each student. The objective was to  determine the value 
that the students placed on forty major cultural goals and th e ir ex­
pectancies for achieving these goals.
The s ta tis tic a l instrument used to  show ccmparison of the four 
study groups was the two-way analysis of variance te s t .  Correlation 
was used to demonstrate the strength of the relationship between dis­
crepancy and marginal personality scores.








In the area of Personal Relations there was a lack of significant 
relationships. All groups placed high value on the goals involving
good relationships with others. They had h i ^  expectancy to  achieve
9
the goals, and thus experienced small discrepancies.
In tellectual Achievement
The Negro showed a sig iifican tly  higher expectancy score in  the 
area of In tellectual Achievsnent. This area accounts for the higher 
to ta l  expectancy of the Negro group. Getting good enough grades to 
go to  college, winning scholarships to college, and graduating fran 
college revealed higher values among Negroes than among VJhites.
I t  would appear that Negro students placed high value on con­
tinuing th e ir education beyond high school. They perhaps saw educa­
tion  as the prinary means by vhich they could enter the mainstream of 
the dominant society. Their expectancies were soraevhat lower than the 
value placed on i t .  For both Negro regular and Negro special education 
students, i t  is  the discrepancy score for In tellectual Achievement 
vhich showed the highest correlation of marginal personality character­
is t ic s .^ ^
Job Achievement
There was only a very slight difference between school status or 
race in  the area of Job achievement. The variable that did produce a 
marked effect was socio-econcraic status. The individuals with low 
socio-economic status had higher discrepancy scores. I t  was among the 
Negro regular students that socio-economic status showed the clearest 
relations'nip to  job achievement The significant finding being the 
effect of the socio-economic status was particularly pronounced for 
regular Negro students. The finding perhaps indicated the difficulty
of achieving dominant economic goals by lower socio-economic status 
12Negroes.
Present Activities 
In the area of Present Activities the expectancy scores were 
higher than value scores. For most of the students these items re­
presented ac tiv itie s  which they take for granted they w ill be able 
13to achieve. The special education student exhibited a lower ex­
pectancy and greater discrepancy than the regular student.
Future Activities 
Both special education and Negro students showed higher d is­
crepancy scores tlan  White regular student s. Marginal individuals
f e l t  less secure than the White regular students in  fu lfillin g  the
ISfuture roles they desire. '





5. I .  Q.
Each area and th e ir effect on her study w ill be examined.
Socio-Economic Status 
Dr. Afflect used socio-economic status only in  the area of job 
achievement. Occupation was used as the criterion of socio-economic 
status. She made the division into high and low occupation ratings 
based on a median rating  for the to ta l sanple. These ratings were ob­
tained fran indexes ccmpiled by J .  Bogue, Skid Row in  American Cities. 
(1963).
Dp, Afflect*s findings illu s tra te  that the Negro groiçs are both 
lower in  socio-economic status than the White groups. The White re­
gular students were predominantly in  the high socio-econcsnic category. 
Only the White special education students showed an approximately 
equal division into high and low socio-econanic categories.
Only in  the area of job achievement did the socio-economic level 
have an effect. Low status individuals showed higher discrepancy
17scores because of the greater proportion of low status individuals.
Socio-econanic status did not show any effect in  any of the sub-
areas. Since to ta l scores were used to confirm the hypothesis, i t
was concluded that socio-econcxnic status did not drastically affect
18the relationships vMch had been found.
Age
Dr. Afflect placed the students In two age groups using the 15- 
16 range and the 17-20 range. Age did have an effect on the to ta l 
discrepancy score. The special education students showed greater d if-
19ferences between young and old categories than did the regular student.
At the same time, regular IVhite students and Negro special education
students showed similar age trends, vrtiile regular Negro and White spe-
20c ia l  education students shoîred sim ilar age trends.
Hie White regular students and Negro special education students 
both revealed a very high expectancy score. Among the White regular 
students, the expectancies were not greatly changed between the time
PI
the students entered higi school and the time they graduated. How­
ever, the expectancy score of the special education Negro lowered by
22the time the student approached graduation. This was interpreted to
mean that during the four years in  school the special education Negro 
changed from being college bound, to  that of seeking a job. The reg­
ular Negro students and White special education students both showed 
lower e:q>ectancies than the other group. I t  was fe l t  the reason for 
th is  is  th e ir  goals were not only more re a lis tic  to  th e ir group, but 
also more obtainable.
Di sunmary. Dr. Afflect found that age made a difference in  the 
expectancy level. The younger the subject, the tiigher the expectancy. 
As the subjects became older, the expectancy level dropped and became 
more re a lis tic .
Sex
When sex vras considered, some differences were noted. î/lales 
placed higher value on Job achievement items and had higher expectancy
27
and value scores for future ac tiv itie s . Females had higher expec-
2Htancy and value scores for th e ir  present a c tiv itie s . The resu lts  
were the same for both the regular and special education students.
This difference was not relevant to the major hypothesis and did not 
affect the resu lts of the study.
School
At the time of Dr. A fflect’s study. Central High Scnool was the
only school of the four schools that was integrated. Douglass High
School was a l l  Negro, Capitol H ill High School and Northwest High
School were a l l  White.
Ihe only signigicant difference found between schools was among 
25
the White students. The students of Central and Capitol H ill High
10
School showed greater discrepancy scores and marginal personality scores 
than the students of Northwest High School. Neither race or school 
status had any effect on the school. I t  would appear the difference 
was attributed to low socio-econanic areas. The special education stu­
dents of a l l  schools were the most consistent In th e ir  scores, but the
difference was not great enough to  make a s ta tis t ic a l ccxiparison on 
27the to ta l score.
I.Q.
The control variable of I.Q. was only used with the special edu­
cation students. Individual scores were made available through the 
cover le tte rs  kept on f i le  for each student. A median I.Q. score was 
used as the breaking point for high and low I.Q. categories. Dr. Af­
flec t found a considerable difference in  I.Q. between the White and 
Negro students. A greater number of Negro students f e l l  in  the low
I.Q. categories. The low I.Q. students had higher discrepancy scores
pQ
than the high I.Q. students. I.Q. and discrepancy scores appeared 
to  contribute to  the development of marginal personality characteris­
t i c s . ^9 VJhen I.Q. was added as an additional independent variable, a 
higher proportion of the variation in marginal personality character­
is t ic s  was explained than when the discrepancy score was used alone as 
the independent variable. I f  I.Q. were held constant there were 
s t i l l  discrepancy and marginal personality characteristics.
Therefore, the study revealed that factors other than I.Q. deter- 
mine discrepancy and consequent marginal personality characteristics.
In summary. Dr. Afflect made the follo’.dng five conclusions of 
marginal Individuals as a result of the finds of her studj^:
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1 . The marginal groups a l l  showed a higher incidence of 
mgrginml personality characteristics than the doninant 
groiç).
2. The special education students had higher discrepancy 
scores than the regular students which reflected the ir 
lower expectancies.
3. Discrepancies were no more widespread among Negro 
regular students than among V/hite regular students— 
a finding contrary to  the hypothesis. However, when 
discrepancies occurred among the Negro regular stu­
dents, they were, as predicted, associated with mar- 
fina l personality characteristics.
4. Both special education groups showed positive cor­
relations between discrepancy scores and marginal 
personlaity characteristics.
5. Among the White regular students, marginal personality 
characteristics were not related to  discrepancies, but 
rather to  rejection of the dominant goals.
Development and Growth of Oklahana City Programs
When Dr. Afflect conducted her study in  the Oklahona City public 
schools, special education classes were ju s t beginning. In the last 
ten years there has been additional funding, improvements in  existing 
programs, and development of new techniques. I t  is  at th is  point the 
author intends to  show what changes have taken place in special educa­
tion  for the years between 1964 and 1976.
Oklahoma City’s programs for educable mentally handicapped h i^  
school students began in  the school year of 1964-65. The f i r s t  year 
of the high school program there were 1,768 EM students in nine high 
schools. Twenty-four EMH Teachers serviced 107 classes of twenty 
students each. Out of th is  in i t ia l  e ffo r t, 242 students participated 
in  the cooperative work study program and were supervised by eleven 
cooperative teachers. Special Education funds to  Oklahoma County 
totaled $23,392.43.'"
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%e Civil Rigîïfcs Act of 1964 influenced th is  program. Any pro­
gram or activity  receiving federal financial assistance could not deny 
participation or discriminate against any person on the basis of race, 
color, or national origin. The cooperative program was opened to any 
elig ib le  student.
In 1968 Oklahoma City established the Wilson workshops through a 
federal grant. The purpose of these workshops was to  assist the spe­
c ia l education teachers in  curriculum oriented teaching aides. These 
workshops allowed teachers to exchange ideas, discuss problems, and 
receive assistance from specialized personnel. Ey 1969 plans for a 
Vocational Rehabilitation Sumer Program were being made. The pro­
gram was conducted during the sum er of 1970 with 536 students parti- 
cipating. Ihe program pro^/ided special education high school stu­
dents with sumner jobs and supervised co-op students during the year 
through contacts that included home and job visitation. The Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 opened the Vocational Technical Program to a l l  stu­
dents, and the act began Inpact on the Oklahoma City Public Schools.
Ihe United States Office of Education had established guildellnes under 
th is  law to end segregation. Dr. A. L. Dowell filed  suit on behalf of 
h is son to bring about the conplete desegregation of the Oklahoma City 
Public Schools.  ̂ The most recent court order resulting from th is  case 
was the implementation of the Finger Plan beginning with the School year 
of 1972-73. ' Under th is  plan a l l  secondary schools were to  be ccnplete- 
ly desegregated with no high school having less than 15% or more than
07
30% of i ts  student body fran the Negro race. School boundaries were 
redrawn, and a l l  students attended schools vMch had a  mixture of rac ia l 
and econonic status.
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During 1973, accountability cams into being for Oklahona schools.
On March 15, 1973, Representative Boatner of the House and Senator Ho- 
»rard of the Senate sponsored Joint Resolution Number 1027. Ib is reso­
lution i s  sunmarized as follows:
1. The State Department of Education w ill dimlement the 
Accountability Program th ro u ^  accreditation.
2. Each school d is tr ic t  id J l in itia te  a system-wide needs 
assessment involving a l l  grade levels.
3. The State Department of Education shall give general 
direction.
4. %e instructional program shall use a systems analysis 
process using goals and objectives to  meet needs of 
students.
5. Ibe needs assessment w ill involve patrons and s ta ff 
maribers in  looking at each grade level.
6. Each d is tr ic t to design and conduct annual evaluation.
7. Each d is tr ic t to  conduct in-service training.
From the Joint Resolution the Oklahoma State Board of Education ap­
proved Regulation 113-R:
"Ihe primary purpose for the accreditation of the public schools 
in  Oklahoma is  to insure that each boy and g ir l  has the opportunity to 
receive an optimum instructional program that f i t s  his or her particular
need. Accountability of the local school d is tr ic t to  the State Board
30
of Education is  the basis for the accreditation process."
Ihe schools are responsible for the student's learning progress 
or deficiencies. Oklahana City in itia ted  accountability in a l l  of i t s  
schools. Accountability in  the d is tr ic t  would be inplemented in  three 
stages:
1. Tlie identification and validation of needs.
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2. îhe developnent of goal statements with tenninal en­
abling objectives to  meet these needs,
3. The structuring of the curriculum around the stated 
objectives.
The year 1974 also brought a reinstatement of e lig ib ility  standards 
fo r plaçaient in  educable mentally handicapped (EMH) classes. This 
statement was issued from the State Department of Education, and cri­
te r ia  i s  as follows:
1. I.Q. between 50-75 determined e lig ib ility .
2. Requiranent of special cover le tte rs  on I .Q .'s  above 
75 with a new e :^uation  each year.
3. Those students placed by special recomnendation are 
not to  exceed 15% of the class enrollment.'*'’
In the la s t ten years the growth of the Special Education programs 
in  the Oklahoma City Public Schools is  apparent. With the influx of 
sta te  grants, federal grants (Title I ,  T itle  6-B), and other monies 
made to Special Education, the State Department of Education vras not 
able to supply exact figures (allocations) for Oklahona City Public 
Schools in  1974-75* Instead, The Department made available figures for 
some of these monies on a county basis. Oklahoma County received for 
Special Education purposes the following amounts: State grants pro­
vided $2,270,000; T itle  I  (Federal) provided $125,000; T itle  6-B (Fed­
eral) provided $26,536. ^ In 1964-65 1,768 students were being served; 
contrasted to  2,515 students in 1974-75* The Co-op program increased 
from 242 students to  320, and presently there are 38 teachers, 20 of 
viiich are Co-op teachers employed to meet the placement needs of the
EMH students. This compares with 24 ĤIH teachers, 11 of which were
42
Co-op teachers aiployed in  1964-65.
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Additionally, the EMH. students mainstream on a limited basis in  
class electives. To mainstream means the integration of EMH students 
with students in regular classes. The EMH students also have the oppor­
tunity  as of the school year of 1975-76 to enroll in  vocational training 
a t the area Vocational-Technical School.
The history of the treatment of the handicapped is  a painful one. 
Epcra the abandonment and death in  early times, through the institu tion­
alization  of the la s t century, and fina lly  the refinement of special 
education programs centered around the concept of normalization, there 
is  a  sh ift fran the avoidance of responsibility for the handicapped to  
the acceptance of that responsibility. The future holds the hope for 
an increased awareness on tlie part of the public, as well as educators. 
This awareness w ill foster an increasing in terest in the equal educa­
tional opportunity of a l l  children, regardless of mental ab ility .
Definition of Tems 
The following definitions were taken fran Dr. Afflect’s study, 
and were used for reference throughout th is  study.
Social Position
The groiç) to which an individual belongs in  society which can be 
characterized by socio-economic sta tus, race, or other observable char­
ac te ristics vhich would comprise group membership.
Marginal Social Position
A position that i s  created vhen an individual rejects his groiç) 
membership (usually a low position) to  embrace another group (usually 
higher) who does not accept him, thus catching him between two groups, 
belonging to  neither.
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Marginal Personality Characteristics
Personality t r a i t s  that are developed as a re su lt of being in  the 
marginal social positicai.
Values
Ideals and goals held inrortant by the majority of society (Exam­
ples : good j ob, security . ) .
E^)ectations
Ihe degree to  which one thinks he w ill/w ill not achieve his ideals 
and goals during h is lifetim e. H i^  expectations Indicate the individ­
ual thinks he w ill achieve; low expectations indicate the individual 
does not think he w ill achieve.
Special Education Student
A student who was given an intelligence te s t  by a licensed psy- 
chcmetrist and made an I.Q. score of 50 to  75 and \*as then placed in 
Special Education classes.
Self-concept
The way that a person perceives himself.
EMH
Educable Ifentally Handicapped is  the term used for Special Educa­
tion  students as detennined by State Department of Education.
Intelligence Quotient
A number held to  express the relative intelligence of a person.
I t  i s  often referred to  as I.Q.
17
rfeinstream
To put Special Education students In classes with those students 
vdio are not classified as ET-ÎH. The curriculum is  individualized so 
that each student i s  able to participate in  class.
Statement of t te  Problem
The present study was an attempt to explore and determine whether 
or not the discrepancies between value and expectancy among mentally 
retarded individuals d iffer fran the discrepancies found ten years ago; 
and to ascertain i f  mentally retarded individuals continued to  exhibit 
reported characteristics associated with marginality. I t  is  a replica­
tion  of the Afflect study with eiphasis upon the nature and degree of 
change In special education opportunities.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of the study is  to  add to the body of knowledge in  the 
field  of special education, and to illuminate the kinds of change in  a  
ten-year period, when special education has been increased in number 
and funding.
Limits of Study
I t  was the author's intention to keep as many variables constant 
as in the original study. Special education high school students were 
caipared with the regular high school student, and Negro students with 
White students. The subjects were broken into four categories:
Group I  V/hite Special Education Students 100 subjects
Group I I  Negro Special Education Students 51 subjects
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Group m  \M te  Regular Students 94 subjects
Group IV Negro Regular Students 74 subjects
The number of subjects for both the White and Negro regular students is  
the same. Ihe number of White and Negro special education subjects In­
creased. Dr. Afflect had used 70 subjects for White special education 
students and 33 subjects fo r Negro sepcial education students. At the 
time of A fflect’s  study she was limited to the small number of Negroes 
enrolled in  special education. Today the trend has almost coipletely 
reversed. With the increase in  nunber of the VMte and Negro special 
education subjects for th is study, the original ra tio  used by Afflect 
between the two groi;gs ivas maintained.
The questionnaire developed by Alan Kercldioff was used as the in­
terview too l. The interview was conducted on a one to  one basis and 
lasted ^proximately twenty minutes. The students were selected on a 
randan basis fran special education class roans and from regular En­
glish  class roans. The testing was done in the spring of 1976.
The s ta tis t ic a l  instrument, two-way analysis of variance te s t ,  
was used to  show coiparison of the four study groigs. Correlation vas 
used to  show strength of the relationship between discrepancy and mar­
ginal personality scores.
Socio-econanic status was used as one variable. A median rating 
of the to ta l  sample was used to  divide occupations into a high and low 
rating . Dr. Afflect used indexes cotpiled by J .  Bogue. The same index 
was used for the ra ting  of th is  study. Socio-economic sta tus was used 
m ly  in  the area o f job achievement.
Dr. Afflect had an age range of 15-16 and 17-20. The age range for
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th is  study was l4-l6  and 17-19. Since Dr, A fflect's study, the Oklahona 
City Public Schools added the ninth grade to  the high school. This ex­
plains the lovrering of the age group.
Ihe sex of a student was recorded and also used as a variable. Dr. 
Afflect had almost an equal amount o f male and fanale students. The 
ra tio  of male and female in this study i s  also almost equal. The fo l­
lowing i s  a breakdown of the students by regular and special education, 
























Four Oklahoma City high schools were used in Dr. A fflect's study: 
Capitol H ill Higi School, Central High School, Douglass High School, 
and Northwest High School. This study uses three schools: Douglass 
High School, Northvrest Higi School, and U. S. Grant High School.
There were three reasons for the choice of these schools. Central 
High School has been closed since Dr. A fflect's study. Integration has 
changed the Negro student population in  the schools. The three schools 
selected offered the same socio-economic levels that were used in  the 
oripdLral study.
Tne la s t  variable considered in th is  study was I.Q. I t  was iden-
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tif iab le  for the special education students. The scores were obtained 
from the cover le tte rs  that are kept on f i le  for each student, 
Assunptions and Hypotheses 
Ihe extent to # ic h  a mentally retarded Individual and an ethnic 
minority sample show such marginal personality characteristics, and the 
ccoparison of such, constitutes the substantive problems not only of 
A fflect’s study, but th is  research as well, Ihe assunptions here are:
1. I t  i s  assumed individuals occipy social positions,
2. I t  i s  assumed mentally retarded, majority and minority 
persons occupy social positions which m%r be alike or 
may d iffe r ftxm each other,
3. I t  i s  assumed that personality effects are associated 
with the vray in which mentally retarded, majority and 
minority persons perceive th e ir social position.
4. I t  is  assumed social position of the mentally retarded, 
majority and minority is  related to  admtation problems 
these individuals face.
In the present study, the stated purposes were acccxiplished by
testing the Null propositions of the following hypotheses:
H : There is  no s ta tis tic a lly  significant difference betiveen men- 
°1
ta lly  retarded persons, minority persons, and normal persons in marginal
personality characteristics,
H : There is  no s ta tis tic a lly  significant difference between the 
°2
mean scores for A (Value) and B (Expectancies) the marginal personality 
characteristics as expressed by the mentally retarded persons, minority 
persons, and normal persons,
Tae results of A fflect's study rejected the stated hypotheses. I t  
was deemed v ita l  to  e:ælore the advancements made in  special education 
during the la s t ten years and the differences in the resu lt of th is
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study as ccnpared with the Afflect study. Were the mentally retarded 
individuals continuing to  perceive thsnselves as caught between two 
worlds, belonging to  neither—thus, marginal?
Organization of Report
Chapter I
Introduction, statement of problem, assumptions and 
hypotheses.
Chapter II




Result of s ta tis tic a l  am lysls.
Chapter V
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF RELATED LTIERATDRE 
Introduction to  Review of the Literature
A thorough review of the lite ra tu re  concei'ning both inarginality 
and expectancy patterns ainong blacks and retardeds can be found in 
A fflect's Reactions to  Marginality (1966). This review, therefore, 
w ill integrate sociological and educational studies to provide a  co­
hesive framework and points of reference for the present study in  
addition to include any current studies considered relevant.
I t  is  the author's be lief that the review must begin with the 
broad base of society and then unfold into specific aspects of the 
social network. The aspects to  be included are the Individual and 
h is relations with others, groups and group membership; roles and 
expectations, sanction, and rewards. Other elements to  be included 
are ethnicicity and social status characteristics, self-concept, and 
Integration.
Society
In discussing discrepancy, i t  is  beneficial to  turn to  Robert 
K. Merton. Merton femulated a typology of individual adaptation to  
a  situation of dissonance between cultural goals and means. This 
discrepancy occurs when there is  a "breakdown in  the cultural struc­
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ture, occurring particularly  when there is  an acute disjunction be­
tween the cultural norms and goals and the socially structured capa­
c ities of members of the group to  act in  accord with them . . .  The 
social structure strains the cultural values, making action in  accord 
with them readily possible for those occupying certain statuses within 
the society and d iffic u lt or inpossible for others."^
In writing on the success theme in  American culture, Merton theo­
rizes, "any extreme enphasis upon achievanent . . . w ill attenuate con­
formity to the institu tionalized norms governing behavior designed to
achieve the particu lar form of 'success' especially among those vdio are
2
socially disadvantaged in the competitive race." The statement would 
also seem to  apply to those individuals vho are mentally disadvantaged 
as well. This type of disjunction i s  obviously widespread over a large 
part of the American population. The enphasis upon the success goal 
for the en tire  population, ivith the restric tions of the social struc­
ture (closed access) to  acceptable means of reaching th is goal for a 
large part of th is  population, vdll resu lt in  deviant behavior. Re­
sulting behavior w ill most probably take the form of innovation, where 
non-legitimate means are used to  a tta in  legitimate goals. "The moral 
mandate to  achieve success thus exerts pressure to succeed, by fa ir  
means i f  possible and by foul means i f  necessary,"^
The ab ility  to  control one's environment is  an important aspect 
in determining ascription of ro les and values. Patricia Guren conducted 
a  study on .'btlvatlon and Aspirations of Southern Negro College Youths 
(1970), Ths study was concerned with occupational aspirations related 
to  motives and expectancies of 228 male students in ten predominantly 
Negro colleges in the South. She found that aspirations are positively
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related to  achievement and failure avoidant motives, but more highly re­
lated to expectancies (acadenic self-confidence and sense of personal ■ 
control). The effects of internal-external bases of expectancies 
raise questions about the usual assunptions that internal orientations 
are always positive motivators. Students believing In external con­
tro l  have higher aspirations idien a generalized "Protestant ethic" 
belief in internal control accœipanies a low sense of one's own ccxn- 
petence. Aspirations are lower when the dcminant goals are valued 
highly, in  th is case the Protestant work ethic, and th is  in  turn is  
coupled vd.th a low self-confidence. The effect of the retardeds 




Riley and Cohn in Control Networks in  Informal Groups (1958) 
examine social control networks. They propose that the dyadic re­
lationships in  informal groups may be differentiated and organised 
in such a manner as to  channel the motivations in either confoimist 
or deviant directions.
Their sanple was conprised of 2500 high school students. These 
students were given a series of a ttribu tes previously identified  as 
conformist or deviant. They were then asked questions to determine 
(a) vhich of these tra i ts  were generally institutionalized and (b) 
vMch t r a i ts  were vâdely internalized as either conformist or de­
viant. Each vras then asked to  l i s t  ;diich people he personally liked 
or disliked. The next set of questions asked the respondent to de-
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scribe each of these others vMch he had named by selecting fran the 
l i s t  the three or four characteristics vM.ch described him best. Ihe 
resu lts of the study denonstrated a tendancy toward cognitive d if­
ferentiation, so that subjects #10 feel positively toward another 
person enphasize h is conformity, while those who feel negatively 
toward th is  same person enphasize his deviance. Thus the social 
controls which converge upon any given members of the group derive 
from a conposite of a l l  the subjects in h is network. Sane individ­
uals are participants in both types of relationships of being liked 
and disliked or receiving rewards for his conformity and punishment 
for his deviance. Other individuals are participants in  relation­
ships when they are primarily disliked, so tha t th e ir deviance is  
enphasized more than the ir confomity. The study opens the door 
for additional research into the question of whether participation 
in  relationships that are both rewarding and punitive produce con­
formity, while participating in primarily punitive relationships 
fosters deviance.
The notion of tenporal changes in  modal personality within a 
culture is  not new. ifcCuUouph (1961) in the Achievement Society 
argues that such personality changes forecast changes in other cul­
tu ra l institu tions.
Barry, Child, and Bacon (1959) taking a Marxian view, contend 
that the causal rela tion  flows the other way in  that the basic per­
sonality found in a society represents an adaptation to the charac­
te r is tic s  of the econcxnic institu tions,
Riesman's (1950) observational analyses of more than 20 years
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ago, depictlJig the change from "inner directedness" to  "outer dlrect- 
edness" iipU es a sh ift toward greater externality. People increas­
ingly look toward the behavior and beliefs of others as the guide 
for th e ir  own behavior rather than relying on th e ir  own internalized 
values.
Guskin revievre much of the lite ra tu re  dealing with the social 
aspects of mental deficiency in  his a rtic le  en titled  "Social Psycho­
logies of Mental Deficiency." The focus was on how the mental defec­
tive  was conceived of, judged, and reacted to , and how his behavior 
becomes influenced by aspects of the social situation in  vhich he i s  
placed. He suggests that (a) in  a normal group, the defective is 
probably seen as deviant in behavior. The behavior may have the re­
su lt of disassociation by group members. Reactions of the group to 
the deviant w ill likely be determined by the visibi l i ty  and extent 
o f the deviation, the values the deviant places upon group member­
ship, and the relevance of h is deviation to group values. Bie be­
havior on the part of persons interacting vath the defective (b) may 
be viewed as a function of expectations. I f  many people have their 
ro le  concepts concerning the defective's behavior, the defective will 
probably react in such as way as to  either be in  a corrolementary role 
situation  or fu lf i l l  the expectations of those holding the role con­
cept. Popular attitudes and stereotypes may to seme extent influence 
the way the individual defective is  evaluated by others.
Reynolds ewhaslzed the implication that " if  (ab ility  deviates) 
are confined to groups of incomparables ( i .e . those of normal ability), 
we may expect them to  be inprecise in the evaluation of themselves,
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relatively  unsatisfied in  social contacts, and, in  the case of the low 
ab ility  deviates, chronically frustrated,"
At the same time, i f  the deviate is  highly v isib le , he could 
quite possibly be subjected to  punitive relationships.
Ethnic and Social Status 
Race and class positions are liiportant variables. Paula Bender 
and Rene Ruiz investigated "Race and Class as D ifferential Determi­
nants of Underachievers and Under aspirations Among Mexican Americans 
and Anglos." (1974) They conpared 176 Mexican Americans and Anglo 11th 
graders fron low and middle socio-econcmic classes to determine the 
nature of interrelationships between scholastic perforaiance, race, 
and class. Bender and Ruiz administered a battery of te s ts  (pri­
marily personal survey questionnaires) measuring locus of control, 
academic rea lity  orientation, and tenporal orientation. These fac­
to rs were seen as potential correlates of current scholastic perfor­
mance with future educational and vocational goals. The results in­
dicated that marbership in  a low social class rather than a rac ia l 
group was the c r itic a l factor in  determining current academic achieve­
ment, educational aspirations, and belief in  one's ab ility  to control 
his environment.
Dunn (1968) contends that self-contained special classes for 
the educable mentally retarded are beconing ca tch -^ ls  for the ethni­
cally different and economically deprived. A disproportionate num­
ber of children in  H-H classes are fran low income and non-White 
fam ilies.^ One of the most recent studies by Pranks (1971) supports 
that th is  is  s t i l l  the case. His study involved 274 EMH students
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and 215 ID students. Questionnaires were sent to teachers of each 
child to  determine:
a) Occupation of principle wage earner
b) ethnic orgin
c) child 's IQ
Ihe resu lts of the Prank's study supported the contention of 
ethnicicity in special class placement. The mean occupational pres­
tige  score for Hfi students vras 5^.69; for the ID sanple i t  was 63.44. 
Ih addition the racial breakdown for E® yielded the following; 34.21% 
Afro-American, 65.79% White; for the ID saiiple the breakdovm was 3.22% 
Afro-American and 96.78% White.^ Thus many of the students in special 
classes are already occupying marginal social positions which may be 
accentuated by the placement.
Integration
A longitudinal study on integration and achievement was Norman 
M iller and Harold B. Gerard's, The Riverside School Study, (at press). 
Miller and Gerard folloifed students in  the Riverside California schools 
from K-6th grades.
These data show no clear cut or overall difference in  the re la ­
tion  between IQ and academic achievanent among three (Anglo, Chicano 
and Black) ethnic groups. Furthermore, desegregation did not change 
the picture in any substantive way. The gap in  achievement of minor­
ity  and anglo children (reflected in  te s t scores expressed as grade 
equivalents) increased as the students progressed th rou^  elementary 
school, regardless of vhether the schooling occurred in a segregated 
or desegregated setting. The achievement gap contributes to  a d if­
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ference between the Black and Anglo comnunities to  their orientation ■ 
toward educational attainment. .
The authors found no difference to parental attitudes regarding 
the central function of the school. All enphasized the importance 
of teaching basic academic sk ills  and the ab ility  to  leam  on one’s 
own. They did find that minority parents emphasize more characteris­
t ic s  such as neatness and cleanliness, obedience, and good manners. 
Anglos focused upon less immediate qualities such as consideration, 
dependability, and adjustment. The emphasis by minority parents ;ias 
upon qualities that are more d irectly  Instrumental for success and 
acceptance of the ir children to  the school setting . In keeping vdLth 
these value differences, when evaluating the important characteristics 
of future occupational opportunities, the minority parents emphasize 
opportunity for advancement and Anglos emphasize opportunity for per- 
, sonal development of self-actualization.
The Interpretation of the above mentioned differences can be in  
terms of an orientation toward current problems as well as a focus 
away from, more long range and d istan t goals. Minority parents per­
ceived themselves as having less personal control over the outcomes 
of th e ir  lives and exhibited more anomie. In comparison the Anglo 
child exhibited more self-direction, more energy, and greater evidence 
o f se lf  worth.
The study found that desegregation disturbed the adjustment of 
the minority child cut not the Anglo child. Additionally, placing a 
minority child into a white receiving classroom raised the anxiety 
level to  the minority child and increased his self-doubts, A salutary
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effect on Anglo students in  the lowest levels of the SES was found in 
the classroon. Finally, while the achievement of the Anglo students 
did not suffer, the minority students showed no overall benefit.
Self-Concept
How a person views himself i s  a function of two types of refer­
ent groups: those which reflec t Images of him and those with which 
he corpares himself (Kelly, 1952) J  Ronald E. Hughes and Everest 
Works examine th is aspect of group theory in  "The Self-Concept of 
Black Students in  a Predomiimntly ^Mte and in a Predoninantly Black 
High School" (1974).^
This study examined the self-concepts of black teenagers in a 
predominantly white school conpared with self-concepts in  a predom­
inantly black high school. The sanple consisted of 58 twelfth graders 
from a school with an 8% white ra tio  and 37 twelfth graders from a 
school that vas 97% Black.
Using the three scales from Osgood’s semantic d ifferen tia l: (a) 
the se lf  reflected by others, (b) the se lf  conpared to  others, and (c) 
the ideal se lf . The authors found that males in  predominantly Black 
schools rated themselves more positively on a l l  three scales. There 
vas no significant difference for females, although the females did 
fee l consistently be tter in  predominantly vMte schools. The findings 
indicate that males in  the predominantly black high school had more 
positive self-concepts than did th e ir  counterparts in  the predanlnantly 
white school where possible damaging consequences ex ist.
Labeling
One aspect of labeling is  the process of separating, identifying, 
and categorizing children on the basis of non-adaptive function, such
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as the physical, mental, enotional and social. The studies dealing 
with labeling of the mentally retarded and the labeling effect are 
few. Despite th is , many educators and researchers think that labeling 
has a  detrimental effect, and believe there is  no rea l evidence of 
support for the counter assertion that labeling is  beneficial. Mac 
M ilan, Jones, and Aloia throughly analyze the studies in  "Ihe Men­
ta lly  Retarded Label: A Theoretical Analysis and Review of Research 
(1974)." They conclude that the studies that do exist are weak in  the 
methodology and are therefore inconclusive. These authors argue that 
confusion of the issues, ranging from the efficacy of placement, biased 
IQ te s ts , adequacy of an administrative arrangement or curriculum w ill 
cloud the effect of the label. Additionally, "the apparent confounding 
of independent variables (label x segregation x curriculum x Teacher/ 
Pupil ratio ) is  not so much confounding as i t  is  a reflection of the 
rea lity  that ex ists. Furthermore, i t  may be that i t  is  the intertwining 
of the label vdth the various other elenents of the special class which 
makes the effect so different from the effects of a  single application 
of a label, as in  an experiment. I t  should be noted, however, that 
these marginal children over whan the debate rages do not appear to  
benefit maximally fran their educational experiences whether they are 
labeled or not."^
We w ill not attenpt to  draw any substantive conlcusions fran 
these studies on labeling or the studies on mainstreaming. The results 
are equally' diverse. I t  i s  not the labeling effect per se that causes 
concern, rather i t  is  the fusion of effects from labeling, special 
class placement, social interaction, and a ccîiçounding of environmental
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variables that are of in terest in  th is  study,
Marginality
The original study by KercWioff used the idea of discrepancy as 
an important aspect of marginality, "An Investigation of Factors Oper­
ative in  the Development of Personality Characteristics of Marginality," 
dealth with Indian children. The sunnation stated, that "given a know­
ledge of (1) group status (2) the individuals group identification and 
the group as a whole, we can predict which segnents of the marginal 
group vrill exhibit the highest incidence of marginal personality charac­
te r is tic s ."  The children were asked a series of questions to  determine 
group identification. These questions dealt with self-identification, 
associational preferences, and aspirations and acceptance of the ir In­
dian culture. Kerckhoff projected that the degree of rejection the 
children might experience would be based upon the ir Indian-like char­
ac te ris tic s  (appearances).
Kerckhoff’s findings revealed that neither group identification 
nor Indian appearance considered individually were significant enough 
to  manifest marginal personality characteristics. The highest incidence 
of marginal personality characteristics occurred in  those children who 
had identified with the don inant group and who also possessed a high 
degree of high barrier Indian characteristics that imeded the ir ad­
mittance to that group. Discrepancies thus stem fran placing higli 
value upon association with dominant group members who are non-Indian.
Surrmaiy
The review of the lite ra tu re  intended to provide a framework for 
understanding the pressures of society upon certain individuals classed
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as separate, An overriding theme was the closed access, limited to 
people who are deviant because of race, class, or mental capacity 
thus creating a desire in  those persons to  belong to the identification 
group.
The coiplexity of elements brought to  bear upon these Individuals 
is  obvious. That mentally retarded persons might feel more acutely 
the isolation fran society, the closure, and lack of control over their 
lives could be ^proxlmated in  view of the discrepancy between their 
value for the doninant goals and their expectations for achieving them. 
This is  not to  discount other variables that would contribute to  a mar­
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CHAPTER i n  
MEmODOLOGÏ
In view of the fact that th is  study was a replication of A fflect’s 
study of ten years ago the methodology used in  her research was held 
constant as much as possible. Any variations fran the original study 
were indicated In addition to  the reasons for the variations.
Selection of Subjects
The selection of subjects in  a marginal social position was dram 
fran two categories of individuals. As the concept of inarginality is  
most frequently associated with ethnic minority groiçs, a sanple of 
Black students was used to  represent the trad itional type of margin­
a lity . The other category was mental retardation. This sanple was 
comprised of educable mentally retarded individuals with non-retarded 
individuals used as the control group. On the basis of the two c ri­
te r ia  used the Ii/hite non-retarded groups could not be considered mar­
ginal.
The subjects for the study were taken from three high schools in  
Oklahoma City: Grant, Northwest Classen, and Douglass. This contrasts 
with the original study which used four h i ^  schools to  draw the sanple. 
Since the time the f i r s t  study was researched in  1965, court-ordered
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intégration has mixed ethnic and socio-economic grouçjs in  addition to  
the close of one of the high schools Afflect used. All the high schools 
now reflect an approximate 30 percent/70 percent, minority/ majority 
ra tio . Mentally retarded individuals were selected A'om special edu­
cation classes and regular students selected from English classes.
With the mixture of students and the expansion of special education 
classes into a l l  the high schools, a table of random numbers was used 
to  select a l l  of the subjects. Afflect found i t  necessary to  supple­
ment her sample of mentally retarded individuals from two additional 
high schools. However, th is  was not necessary for the current study.
The special education program .of the Oklahoma City Public Schools 
and the Oklahoma Rehabilitations Service combine efforts in  a jo in t 
program for special education high school students. A vocational re­
habilita tion  counselor is  assign to  work with special education co-op 
teachers in  the high schools. They work together in  job placement for 
students and the followHip work progress. The special education co-op 
teachers have classes for only half-day, and spend the other half-day 
in  the fie ld , counseling, locating jobs for students, and home and job 
v isita tions.
Students are considered for placement in  special education classes 
on the basis of a re fe rra l for testing  by a school psychometrist from 
either regular class teachers or counselors. The student is  tested  for 
e lig ib ility . The acceptable IQ range for a student obtained from an 
individual Intelligence te s t  i s  between 50-75, or a student can be 
cmsidered for special education placement i f  there i s  a special r*e- 
ccomendation by a qualified psychological examiner. However, students
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placed by special recaimendation cannot exceed 15% of the class enroll­
ment, as specified by the State Board guidelines.
The ejq)ected IQ mean for th is  study was lower than A fflect’s mean 
of IQ of 72 because of the 1974 mandate on special education placement. 
Additionally, her IQ range was 51-99, and the IQ range for th is  study 
did not re fle c t that spread.
For the purposes of th is  study, and since the mentally retarded 
individuals were placed in  special education classes, the subjects are 
referred to  as special education students.
Coiparisons throughout the study were made betifeen four categories 
of individuals. The breakdown of these categories are as follows;
Study Sample
Groiq) I  White Special Education Students 100 subjects
Group n  Black Special Education Students 51 subjects
Groiç) i n  White Regular Students 94 subjects
Groiç IV Black Regular Students 74 subjects
Measurement of Cultural Goals and Marginal 
Personality Characteristics
Ifeasure of marginal personality characteristics and value and ex­
pectancy patterns were obtained through intervievis vriLth the subjects.
The instrument used was constructed by Afflect. She tested and revised 
i t  extensively before using i t  in  her research. The Oklahoma City Board 
of Education Research Department f e l t  th a t the personal information 
sheet Afflect used to  in itia te  the interview was in violation of the 
Privacy Act, and would not approve i t s  use. Therefore, seme background 
information is  not available for th is  study.
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Ihe interviews lasted approximately twenty minutes. Each consisted 
o f four parts ; two involving sorting; two involving question/answer 
responses. The f i r s t  sorting determined value of cultural goals; the 
second, expectancy in  obtaining these goals. The f i r s t  question/answer 
response was cctipr'ised of open-ended questions and the second question/ 
answer area was designed to show marginal personality characteristics.
All of the responses were recorded on a response sheet by the interviewer.
To carry out the sorting process the goals were v ritten  on 5"x8" 
cards and randcxnized. The student was shown a goal to read or had i t  
read to  him a t the same time. He was then asked to  put the card in  a 
position appropriate to  his response.
During the f i r s t  sorting, the student was asked to place the cards 
according to  how much he liked each item. He ranked according to  "likes 
very much," "likes a l i t t l e , "  and "do not like ."  This sorting yielded 
the value each student had for the cultural goals.
For the second sorting the cards were randcxnized again, and th is 
time the student evaluated than in terms of what he really  thought 
would happen to  him, not idiat he would like to  happen. The categories 
for th is  selection were 1) vdiat he feels w ill happen to him, 2) vrtnat he 
feels w ill not h^pen to  him, and 3) those items that Imd a 50-50 chance 
of occurrence. The resu lts of th is  sorting gave the expectancies for 
achie\dng these goals.
In the f i r s t  set of questions the student was asked several ques­
tions about what he would like to  have most of a l l ,  the kind of person 
he would like  to  be, and which of the goals most people think Inportant.
In the concluding portion of the interview the student was read a series
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of questions designed to  show marginal personality characteristics.
Test Features.
Cultural Goals
Afflect selected forty items as cultural goals. The goals dealt
with:
1. Being liked and getting along with others ;
2. Advancing academically and perforroing adequately on 
present in tellectual tasks.
3. Desired job a ttributes (large paycheck and a steady 
job).
4. Participation in  school and leisure ac tiv itie s  and 
management of money.
5. Future roles the individual might fu lf i l l .
These were divided into Personal Relations (5 items), In tellec­
tu a l Achievement (17 items), Job Achievement (7 items), Present Acti­
v itie s  (6 items), and Future Acti'»/ities (5 items).
To determine the value score for each subject items placed in  the 
"like  very much" p ile  were given a score of 3, the items placed in  the 
"like a l i t t le "  p ile  were given a score of 2, and items placed in  the 
"do not like" p ile  a score of 1. The subarea scores were then ta llie d  
and combined for a to ta l score. High value for those cultural goals 
were indicated i f  a high score were obtained. Low value for these goals 
were indicated by a low to ta l score.
Ihe expectancy score was obtained through a similar procedure.
%ose items the subject fe l t  would h^pen to  him were given a score of 
3, those items given a 50-50 chance of occurence were given a score of 
2, and the items the subject fe lt  would not happen to  him were given a  
score of 1. High to ta l scores indicated the individual expected to
§3
achieve many of the goals, and a low score indicated the Individual did 
not expect to  achieve many of the goals.
The discrepancy score was obtained by subtracting the expectancy 
score (E score) from the value score (V score) for each item. Only the 
positive remainders were added to  obtain scores for each subarea and 
finally  for the to ta l  score.
The ^hrglnal Personality 
What is  the marginal man like? Kerckhoff derived a description 
from Park, Stonequist and others, and provides us with the following 
picture:
"The marginal man is  said to  be characterized by serious 
doubts about his place in  any social situation. He is  
unsure of his relationship with friends and acquaintances 
and is  fearful of rejection. This fear of rejection leads 
him to  avoid many situations. He often wants to take part 
in  ac tiv itie s  or attenpt to do varic’us things but is  
stopped by fear of failure of rejection. The ambivalence 
is  also seen in  sudden sh ifts in  mood and in  inab ility  to 
make up h is mind to  act decisively.
He i s  painfully self-conscious in the presence of other 
people. He feels inadequate and is  convinced that others 
can do things much better than he. He thus feels lonely 
and isolated most of the time and wishes he were more ade­
quate and sk illfu l. His apathy and inpotence are reflected 
in  frequent day dreams.
His hypersensitivity is seen in  his excessive worrj' about 
the future. He is  characteristically apprehensive about 
any new venture, and seems to  be trying to  find causes for 
being unhappy. He sees l i f e  simply as a bad experience.
Things often seem to go vacong no matter what he does, and 
he finds i t  d iff ic u lt to enjoy himself. Closely related 
to  th is  general gloominess and ambivalence mentioned above 
is  a  res tle ss  feeling that gnav.'s a t him. He feels he should 
be doing something about his unhappy situations, but finds 
i t  d iff ic u lt to  Inow what to do.
All of the above leads him to  be highly c r it ic a l  of other 
people and to feel that others trea t him unjustly. Most 
people are seen as unreliable and often antagonistic they
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do not appreciate his be tter points and seem anxious to  
find fau lt with him,"^
The measure of personality characteristics used by KercWioff 
were incorporated by Afflect in her study. This incorporation vri.ll be 
reflected in  the current study. Kerckhoff delineated four dimensions 
of marginality: (1) ambivalence and doubt: (2) introversion and ^athy ; 
(3) inner turmoil and depression; and (4) aggression and paranoia.
Based upon these four dimensions he developed a personality inventory 
conposed of 44 items. Fran 44 items, twenty-five were selected for 
th is  study. While Kerckhoff's items were presented in a statement 
form requiring the subject to  indicate i f  i t  were true or fa lse , Af­
flec t put the statements into question form asking for a yes or no 
response fr m  the subject. (See appendix I  for the Iterginal Personal­
ity  Characteristics Questionnaire.)
The questions were scored by assigning a value of 2 to  items an­
swered in  the direction of marginality and a value of 0 to items an­
swered in  the non-marginal direction. The scores vrere totaled for a 
subarea and then for a  to ta l score. A greater incidence of marginal 
personality characteristics were manifested by the higher score.
S ta tis tic a l Treatment of the Data 
%e major variables of th is  study are the value, expectancy, dis­
crepancy, and marginal personality characteristic scores. In keeping 
with A fflect’s study, the term "dependent variable" referred to  value, 
expectancy, discrepancy, and marginal personality characteristic scores. 
In te s ts  shich shov; the relationship between marginal social position 
and scores, the value, expectancy, and discrepancy scores become de-
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pendent variables. For that reason a l l  four scores w ill be called de­
pendent variables. To maintain the valid ity  of th is  study the same 
s ta tis t ic a l  techniques with the same variables, as stated in  the ori­
ginal study, were used to  show the strength of the relationship be­
tween the value, expectancy, discrepancy and marginal personality 
characteristic scores a siitple linear correlation was used.
The two-way analysis of variance i s  the major s ta tis tic a l test in  
th is  study for ^cnrarison of groups. This technique provided a te s t 
for differences in  the dependent variables between white and black 
students, special education, and regular students and between special 
education and race. The primary interaction observed in th is  study 
is  betnveen "school status" and "race." The analysis served to study 
one aspect of interaction as to  whether special education placement or 
status affects black students the same way as white students. The white 
and black students would show the same patterns and tendancies i f  there 
were no interaction. Conversely, i f  there were a significant interac­
tio n , i t  would indicate that special education placement does not lead 
to  the same consequences for blacks as for vM tes. At that point, any 
future statement regarding special education plaçaient would then be 
qualified by the particu lar rac ia l group to  vhich i t  applied.
Because the doninant individuals in  th is  study have been defined by 
two-variables-whiteness and regular student sta tus, the te s t  for in ter­
action is  inportant, particularly  since the prediction had been the mar­
ginal individuals would d iffe r in  various ways from the dominant indiv­
iduals, A unique pattern  for the white regular students would be ex­
pected—and was shown by a significant interaction effect.
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The chi-square tes ts  were used to  show differences between regular 
and special education and between black and vMte. Quartiie breaking 
points for the dependent variables were used during one series of chi- 
square te s ts . The results from these calculations detected significant 
differences which occurred at the extremes of the distribution and were 
in it ia l ly  obscured in  a te s t of differences between means or mediums. 
Over-valuing and rejection of cultural goals combined with wishfully 
high expectances emerged at these quartiie  breaking points.
Controls
The principal control variables were socio-econanic status, age, 
sex, and school. Additionally, IQ controls for the special education 
students were used. Control of these variables vas done through a 
2x2x2 analysis of variance design. This particular desigi allows for 
three variables to  be tested in conjunction with each other. Using 
con tro l-tests, race was used as the f i r s t  variable, special education 
as the second, and the control variable of sex as the third. Taking 
into account the control variable, the F -test proved whether o r not 
the effects of race and special education vjere s t i l l  significant. I f  
there were significant differences due primarily to  the control vari­
able i t  was indicated in the te s t ,  as were the measures for interaction.
The design required two levels of the control variables. This i s  
achieved by the dichotcxnization of each control variable. Sex and 
school were obvious divisions. After the to ta l  sajiple was drawn a  me­
dian sp lit  was used to detennine the age division. Socio-economic 
status was based upon occupation, (The father’s occupation i f  present 
was the c rite r ia , i f  not, the mother’s occupation was used,) Prestige
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ratings were assigned to the occupations on the basis of Bogue's socio­
economic indexes of detailed occupations. The median rating was used 
to  make the division between hi#i and low occupation ratings,
Sumnaiy
The analysis of variance vras used to te s t  the prediction that 
individuals defined as marginal (black and special education students) , 
would show higher marginal personality scores and higher discrepancy 
scores than the dominant individuals. This te s t  was also used to show 
other differences in  value and expectancy patterns. The sijiple linear 
correlation tested the prediction that high discrepancy scores were 
related to marginal personality characteristics. The relationship be­
tween value and expectancy scores (used independently) and marginal 
personality characteristics was shown vdth the correlation.
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Footnotes
^Alan C. Kerckhoff and Thonas C. McComick, "l'îarglnal Status and 
Marginal Personality." Social Forces 34 (October 1955), 51
ŒAPIER IV 
RESULTS OP STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Three hundred nineteen (n = 319) high school students who were en­
rolled in three Oklahoma City h i ^  schools were asked to conplete a te s t 
designed to measure marginal personality characteristics and value and 
expectancy patterns. Ninety-nine (n = 99) white regular students, seventy- 
four (n = 7^) Negro régulât students, one hundred (n = 100) white special 
education students and fifty -five  (n = 55) Negro special education stu­
dents served as subjects in the study. These participants were in te r­
viewed individually. Each intend.ew ].asted approximately tv;enty minutes. 
The interview consisted of four parts: two involving sorting; tivo in­
volving question/answer responses. The f i r s t  sorting was to determine 
value of cultural goals; the second, expectancy in obtaining these goals. 
The f i r s t  question/answer response was comprised of open-ended questions 
and the second question/answer area was designed to show marginal per­
sonality characteristics. All of the responses were recorded on a re­
sponse sheet by the interviewer. The two-way analysis of variance te s t,  
as the s ta tis t ic a l  instrument, showed a conparison of the four study 
groips. Correiation vas used to  show the strength of the relationship 
between discrepancy and marginal personality scores in order to te s t 
the two null hypotheses. This chapter contains the resu lts of testing 
these hypotheses. The five cultural goal subareas and the five area
1̂9
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control variables were examined in  the second part of the chapter. A 
summary of a l l  findings is  presented a t the end of the chapter, 
rferginal Personality Characteristics 
The incidence within the four groups were examined before looking 
a t the effects of marginal social position upon value and expectancy 
scores. This conparison demonstrated whether individuals who had been 
selected as occupying a narginal social position ejiiibited the specific 
psychological consequences of that position. A high incidence would 
be expected from the traditionally  marginal group. The Negro sanple 
and the special education groups have been barred from participation in 
society in many of the same ways as the minority groups.
The group coiiparisons are presented in  Table IV-1. This table con­
tains the mean scores for MFC and the level of significance achieved 
by P-test for differences between school status and race. The groups 
designated as marginal a l l  showed higher MFC scores than the white reg­
ular group designated as the dominant group. With regard to A fflect's 
study the subarea and to ta l MFC scores had lowered overall, but not sig­
nificantly. The most inportant findings were as follows;
The special education students showed significantly higher MFC 
scores than the regular students. There was no significant difference 
among the Negro and white special education students. The data showed 
that special education status is  conducive to the development of Marginal 
Fersonality Characteristics. This finding gave credence to the conten­
tion that special education status is  a position on the periphery of the 
main-strcam of American l ife . The suggestion that marginality accompanies 
special education placement was reinforced by th is data.












(N= 9 4 )
“ NEGRO





:L of SICI'IFICANCB 
, ■ RACIAL INTER- 
DIFFER- ACTION 
ENCES
1 . AI-13IVALSKCS AÎU) DOUBT 6 .8 6 .8 5 .4 5 .7 .0 1 N .S . N .S .
( 3 .4 ) ( 3 .2 ) ( 3 .0 ) ( 2 .9 )
2 . INTROVERSION AND APATHY 4 .8 4 .2 3 .7 4 .0 .0 1 M .S. N .S .
( 2 .8 ) ( 2 .2 ) ( 2 .0 ) ( 2 .4 )
3 . INÎffiR TURMOIL 4 .4 3 .4 2 .6 3 .6 .0 1 N .S , .0 1
( 4 .1 ) ( 3 .8 ) ( 3 .0 ) ( 3 .2 )
4 . AGGRESSION AND PARANOIA 3 .4 3 .7 1 .3 2 .9 .0 0 1 .0 1 .0 1
( 2 .6 ) ( 2 .0 ) ( 1 .9 ) ( 2 .4 )
TOTAL MPC 1 9 .4 1 8 .1 13 16.2 .0 0 1 N .S . .0 5
SCORE 1 0 .3 ( 8 .9 ) ( 7 .8 ) ( 8 .8 )
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îhe mean marginal score for the Negro regular students was higher 
than the vMte regular students, while the score was lower for the Negro 
and white special education students. The areas where Negro regular 
students were particularly high in  marginality were those in Inner Tur­
moil and Depression (Subarea 3) and Aggression and Paranoia (Subarea 4). 
Ihese results were compatible with Afflects : The to ta l scores were re­
duced but were s t i l l  significant in  the same subareas as her study.
Afflect ' s interpretation given to the high score in Agression for 
all the Negro subjects was not that Negro students were aggressors, but 
they feel aggression. An item analysis indicated that Negroes showed 
the greatest differences from whites on items concerned with doing things 
alone rather than asking other people for help, and the item of perceiv­
ing that people make remarks behind one's back.
The original study supported the interpretation with : John Dollard, 
Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1937); Berstram P. Karen, The Negro Personality (New York: Springer 
Publishing Company, 1958); and Robert Havighurst, Developmental Task 
and Education (New York: Longnan-Green Company, 1951)•
The white regular students exhibited the predicted pattern. In 
subarea scores and total score they obtained the lowest incidence of 
marginal personality characteristics. It appeared that when Nhiteness 
and regular student status are combined, they produced characteristics 
typical of dominant individuals.
The results of the group comparisons of MPC's gave justification 
for speaking of Negro and white special education students as marginal.
In looking at the differences between regular student status and special 
student status the indications were that special student status was
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even more conducive to characteristics of marginality than the minority 
status. It is also inportant to point out that minority status and 
special student status did not seem to have a conpounding effect. Negro 
special students did not show higher MPC than did white special students. 
Results of Testing Null Hypothesis Number One
The null proposition of the f irs t hypothesis was tested as follows : 
Hq : Ihere is  no s ta tis tic a lly  significant difference between men­
ta lly  retarded persons, minority persons, and normal persons in marginal 
personality characteristics.
A two-way analysis of variance was used to make statistical com­
parisons. The results of the statistical calculations are presented in 
Table IV-1 (page 51).
The groups designated as marginal all showed higher MPC scores 
than the white regular group designated as the dominant group. The 
special education students showed significantly higher MPC scores than 
the regular students. These findings resulted in rejection of the first 
null hypothesis.
Value Scores
Prior to a discussion of the discrepancies between value and expec­
tation, the patterns for valuings and expectancies must be presented.
The analysis of Table IV-2 (page 55) showed that a l l  four groups placed 
higi value on the cultural goals. Within each group approximately 75- 
80 per cent of the goals were liked very much and only 15-18 per cent of 
the goals were reflected. This tended to  support the concept that mar­
ginal individuals for the most part accepted the dominant cultural goals.
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Important differences between groups did exist. Ihe Negro students 
showed significantly higher value scores than did the white students.
More of the cultur-al goals received a h i ^  value by the Negro students 
than by the white students. Within the Negro sample the special edu­
cation students showed the highest value scores and the fewest rejections 
of the cultural goals. However, of the four groups, the white special 
education students had the lowest value scores and the greatest number 
of rejections of cultural goals. Thus, tv;o tendencies emerged related 
to  over-valuing by the Negro special education students and over-re­
jecting  by the white special education students. These findings were 
also consistent with A fflect's study. Afflect interpreted these ex­
treme patterns "as an indication that the special education students 
experience the pressures inherent in  a marginal social position. The 
fact that these students exaggerate the tendencies of their respective 
rac ia l categories reveals the importance of race in determining the 
direction of response. The value orien tâtions of the racial groups are 
the significant determinant of the specific responses shoivn."^
Expectancy Scores
In the examination of the expectancy scores for the four groups, 
similar patterns emerged. The Negro students had significantly hi^er 
expectancy scores than did the white students. Table IV-3 (page 57) 
showed that both Negro regular and special education students had the 
higher expectancy scores. While the expectancy scores for the Negro 
special education students were higher from ten years ago, Negro regular 
students still showed the highest scores.
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T able IV-2.
Means (And S tandard  D ev ia tions) on I te n s  
Accepted And R e je c te d , And T o ta l Value Score 
For S p ec ia l E ducation  And R egular,
White And Negro S tuden ts .




White Negro White Negro
Item s (N=100) (N=51) (N=94) (N=74)
Item s Liked Very Much* 26.0 33.0 28.0 30.0
(8 .5 ) (4.0) (5 .2) (4 .8 )
Item s Not Liked* 7 .5 3.0 4 .5 3 .0
(5 .2 ) (2.8) (3 .1 ) (2 .7 )
T o ta l Value Score** 101.5 110.3 104.8 107.2
(10 .3 ) (5.0) (6 .4 ) (7 .6 )
Note: The s tu d e n ts  so r te d  40 ite m s . Thus th e  f i r s t  two rows
have a maximum sc o re  o f 40 and minimum sco res  o f 0. 
P o ss ib le  range fo r  t o t a l  va lue  sco re  from 40-120.
* Using one-way a n a ly s is  o f v a ria n ce  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  be­
tween th e  fo u r  groups s ig n i f ic a n t  a t  .001 le v e l .
** D iffe ren ces  between ra c e  s ig n i f ic a n t  a t  .001 le v e l .
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The school status of the subjects did not show any significant 
difference. Ih is differed from A fflect’s study of ten years ago in the 
findings that school status (special or regular) registered a sign ifi­
cant difference on the expectancy scores. The rank ordering for expec­
tancy from h ip e s t  to lowest was Negro regular students, white regular 
students, Negro special education students, and white special education 
students la s t.
While expectancies of special education students were lower than 
the expectancies of regular students, they were no longer sigriificantly 
lower. Expectancies among special education students had increased in 
the la s t ten years.
Results of Testing Null Hypothesis 
Number Tv;o
The null proposition of the second hypothesis was stated as follows:
H : There is  no s ta tis tic a lly  significant difference between the 
mean scores for A (value) and B (expectancies) of marginal personality 
characteristics as expressed by the mentally retarded persons, minority 
persons, and normal persons.
Discrepancy between mean scores for value and expectancy w ill cor­
rela te  positively with the degree of MPC. This in  effect is  the degree 
of socialization to cultural values and realization of the barriers for 
achieving these goals. The results are presented in Table IV-4 (page 
59).
As the data has shovm, there is a difference between value and 
expectancy. Expectancy scores for a l l  groups were lower than the value 
scores. I^ch higher discrepancy scores were obtained by the special
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Table IV-3.
Means (And Standard D ev ia tio n s) On Items 
Expected And Not Expected, And T o ta l Expectancy Score 
For S p ec ia l E ducation And R egular,
White And Negro S tu d en ts .
S p e c ia l E ducation Regular
S tuden ts S tudents
White Negro White Negro
Item s (N=100) (N=51) (N=94) (N=74)
Item s Expected To Achieve 25.0 28.1 25.6 29.0
(6 .5 ) (5 .8) (6 .6) (6 .2)
Item s Not Expected To Achieve 10.4 9.2 7.3 7.1
(6 .3) (5 .2) (5 .3) (4 .5)
T o ta l Expectancy Score* 93.0 99.2 98.6 102.3
(1 2 .1 ) (11 .8) (8 .9) (8 .4 )
Note: The s tu d e n ts  so r te d  40 item s. Thus th e  f i r s t  two rows have a
maximum sco re  o f 40 and minimum sco res o f  0. P o ssib le  range 
f o r  t o t a l  v a lu e  score  from 40-120.
* D iffe re n ce  between races  s ig n i f i c a n t  a t  .01 l e v e l .
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education students than by the regular students. Ihese results allowed 
the researcher to reject the second null hypothesis.
Cultural Goal Subareas 
To delineate the general tendencies discussed above, the five cul­
tu ra l goal subareas were examined. In looking a t Table IV-5 (page 60) 
there were no outstanding differences between or among the groups when 
viewed in terms of school status. The scores revealed a h i ^  value 
placed upon the goals and a relatively high expectancy to  achieve these 
goals. When race was considered, the two Negro groups both valued higher 
than the respective white groups. Their expectancies were higher in 
turn. The lower values by the white groups was most clearly seen in  
the white special education students.
Personal Relations 
Good relationships with others received high value scores from a ll 
four groups. They also had high expectancies to achieve these personal 
goals, thus discrepancies were small. Personal interaction of the stu­
dents indicated that a l l  of the students fe lt accepted by the group 
they individually identified as their peers.
In tellectual Achievement Goals 
Intellectual achievement goals were valued highly by a ll  of the 
groups, but Negro students valued highest and, too, their expectancies 
for achieving these goals were high. They white special education stu­
dents valued these goals the least of any of the student groups. Their 
expectancies were also lower. White regular students' values and ex­
pectancies were lower than Negro regular students. What was inportant 
to note was the Negro special education students scores were nearly as 
high as the regular student scores.
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%ble Iv-4.
Msans (and Standard Deviations) On 
Total Discrepancy Score,
For Special Education and Regular, 







VJhite Negro White Negro
(N=100) (N=51) (N=94)
13.6 13.9 10.1 n .3
(7.5) KL6) (5.8) (6.5)
Difference between school status categories significant a t .0016
TABLE I V - 5 SUBAREA lîSAiN’S (AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) ON VALUE, EXPECTANSY AÎ® DISCREPANCY SCORES FOR SPECIAL
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VALUE 1 4 . 7  ( 2 . 1 ) 1 5 . 9 ( 1 . 6 ) 1 4 . 9  ( 2 . 1 ) 1 5 . 0 ( 2 . 2 ) N .S , 101 N .S .
EXPECTANCY 1 5 .0  ( 2 . 2 ) 1 5 .9 ( 2 . 1 ) 1 6 ,5  ( 1 . 9 ) 1 6 ,5 ( 1 . 9 ) .0 0 1 N .S . N .S ,
DISCREPANCY 1 . 0  ( . 4 ) 1 .1 ( 1 . 4 ) .3  ( . 5 ) .4 ( . 8 ) .001 N .S . N .S .
INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
VALUE ' 4 4 . 2  ( 5 . 9 ) 4 5 .5 ( 3 . 6 ) 4 5 . 8  ( 3 . 5 ) 4 5 .9 ( 3 . 7 ) ■ N .S . .0 1 N .S .
EXPECTANCY 4 1 .0  ( 5 . 4 ) 4 1 .6 ( 5 . 5 ) 4 1 . 7  ( 5 . 0 ) 4 1 .8 ( 5 . 1 ) N .S . N .S . r r .s .
DISCREPANCY 5 . 0  ( 3 . 2 ) 6 . 2 ( 4 . 4 ) 6 . 1  ( 4 . 0 ) 6 . 1 ( 4 . 0 ) N .S . N .S . N .S .
JOB ACHIEVEJffiNT 
VALUE 18.0 ( 2 . 2 ) 1 9 .6 ( 1 . 2 ) 1 8 .6  ( 1 . 7 ) 18.8 ( 1 . 9 ) N .S . .001 , o i
EXPECTANCY 1 6 .4  ( 3 . 0 ) 1 6 .6 ( 5 . 4 ) 1 6 . 8  ( 2 . 4 ) 1 7 .2 ( 2 . 4 ) N .S . N .S . N .S .
DISCREPANCY . 4  ( . 8 ) . 9 ( 1 . 2 ) .1  ( . 2 ) . 5 ( . 9 ) N .S . .0 5 N .S .
PRESENT ACTIVITIES 
VALUE 1 4 .9  ( 2 . 0 ) 1 5 .2 ( 1 . 3 ) 1 5 . 0  ( 2 . 0 ) 1 5 .9 ( 2 . 5 ) N .S . N .S . N .S .
-EXPECTANCY 1 5 - 0  ( 1 . 1 ) 1 5 .9 ( 2 . 1 ) 1 5 .2  ( 2 . 3 ) 1 6 . 5 ( 1 . 9 ) N .S . N .S . N .S .
DISCREPANCY .4  ( . 8 ) . 9 ( 1 . 2 ) . 1  ( . 2 ) . 5 ( . 9 ) N .S . N .S . N .S .
FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
VALUE 1 2 .1  ( 1 . 7 ) 1 2 .5 ( 1 . 8 ) 1 2 .2  ( 1 . 3 ) 1 2 . 2 ( 1 . 3 ) N .S . N .S . N.S.
EXPECTANCY 1 1 .2  ( 2 . 0 ) 1 1 .6 ( 2 . 0 ) 1 1 . 7  ( 1 . 3 ) 1 1 . 8 ( 1 , 4 ) .0 5 N .S . N.S.
DISCREPANCY 1 . 8  ( 1 . 4 ) 1 . 7 ( 1 . 5 ) 1 . 0  ( 1 . 0 ) 1 . 0 ( 1 . 0 ) .0 0 1 N .S . N .S .
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These high scores for both groups of Negro students was entirely 
consistent with th e ir traditional marginal ro le  : a good education means 
a better Job which means acceptance and upward mobility. The lower 
scores for the white students could have indicated a taiten-for-granted 
a ttitu d e .
Job Achievement Goals 
Within the ax-ea of Job achievement there were a few significant 
differences with regard to race but not school status. Both Negro groups 
showed higher value scores and higher expectations. This was possibly 
inherent in the trad itional minority position where the dollar was per­
ceived as a way out.
Present Activities 
The expectancy score was higher than th:e value score for a l l  of 
the students tested. The students showing the highest discrepancies 
were the Negro students—and in particular the Negro special education 
students. The discrepancy scores appeared more significant in terms of 
race than school status.
Future Activities 
In the area of future ac tiv itie s  both groups of special education 
students showed the higher discrepancy scores. There was no discrepancy 
between the minority/majority students. The differences between groups 
would indicate that special education students were less sure of their 
futures tlian regular students.
Control Variables 







Each area and i ts  effect on th is study w ill be examined. The results 
w ill be described.
Socio-Economic Status
Dr. Afflect ^ e d  socio-economic status only in  the area of job 
achievement. Occupation was used as the criterion  of socio-economic 
status. She made the division into high and low occupation ratings 
based on a median rating for the to ta l  sample. These ratings were ob­
tained from indexes compiled by J . Bogue, Skid Row In American Cities, 
(1963). Socio-economic status did not show any effect in any of the 
subareas in A fflect' s study.
Socio-Economic Status was not used as a control variable for this 
study as i t  had no effect on the subareas in  the previous study. A de­
termination was made that the 1963 index was no longer current informa­
tion, making the s ta tis tic s  invalid.
Age
Dr. Afflect had an age range of 15-16 and 17-20. The age range for 
th is  study was 14-16 and 17-19. Since Dr. A fflect’s study, the Oklahoma 
City Public Schools added the ninth grade to the high school. This 
explains the lowering of the age gi’oup.
Dr. Afflect found that age made a difference in  the expectancy 
level. The study revealed that the younger the subject, the higher the 
expectancy. As the subjects became older, the expectancy level dropped 
and became more rea lis tic . The same results were found in th is study.
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Sex
Dr. Afflect found that males placed higher value on job achieve­
ment items and had higher expectancy and value scores for future activi­
t ie s . Females had h i^ e r  expectancy and value scores for their present 
ac tiv itie s . The results were the same for both regular and special 
students. This study revealed that females increased in  the ir expectancy 
and value scores for future a c tiv itie s . They also placed a h i^ e r  value 
on job achievement items. The difference was not relevant to the major 
hypothesis.
School
Dr. Afflect used four Oklahoma City high schools in her study: 
Capitol H ill High School, Central H i^  School, Douglass High School, 
and Northwest Higi School. This study included three schools: Douglass 
H i^  School, Northwest High School, and U. S. Grant High School.
There were three reasons for the choice of these schools. Central 
High School had been closed since Dr. Afflect's study. Integration 
had changed the number of Negro students in the schools. The thr-ee 
schools selected offerend the same socio-economic levels.
Dr. Afflect found a difference between schools among the white 
students. The students of Central and Capitol H ill High School showed 
greater discrepancy scores and marginal personality scores than the 
students of Northwest High School.
There was no significant difference found among students or schools 
in  the study. I t  appeared that integration had made the students of 
a l l  shcools consistent in their scores.
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I .Q .
In Dr. A fflect's study and the present one the control variable 
of I.Q. was only used with the special education students. Dr. Afflect 
found a considerable difference in  I.Q. bet^veen the white and Negro 
students. A greater number of Negro students were in the low I.Q. cate­
gories. In th is  study neither race exhibited a difference in  I.Q. scores. 
Ihis was contributed to  the 1974 e lig ib ility  standards that stated the
I.Q. range to be 50-75- The lower scores made the students more con­
sisten t in  I.Q.
Dr. Afflect found the low I.Q. students had h i^ e r  discrepancy 
scores than the high I.Q. students. The results were the same in this 
study. In both studies when I .  Q. was added as an additional independent 
variable, a higher portion of the variation in marginal personality 
characteristics was shown. I f  I. Q. were held constant, there would 
s t i l l  be discrepancy and marginal personality characteristics.
Summary of Results
Two hypotheses were tested to determine the amount of marginal 
personality characteristics betvfeen mentally retarded persons, minority 
persons, and normal persons, and to find significant difference between 
mean scores for value and expectancies.
Results of testing  the f i r s t  null hypothesis showed the groups 
designated as marginal a l l  with higher marginal personality characteristic 
scores than the white regidar group designated as the dominant group.
The special education students showed significantly higher marginal 
personality characteristics than the regular students. Thus, hypothesis 
one was rejected.
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Results of testing  the second null hypothesis showed there was a 
difference between value and expectancy. Expectancy scores for a ll  
groups were lower than the value scores. Much higher discrepancy scores 
were obtained by the special education students than by the regular 
students, and th is  hypothesis was also rejected.
Cultural goal subarea scores revealed a high value placed upon 
the goals and a relatively  h i ^  expectancy to achieve these goals.
Negro regular students placed high value upon cultural goals and 
had a h i ^  expectancy to achieve these goals. The discrepancy between 
the Negro regular students and dominant white régulai’ students was not 
significant.
Negro special education students also placed a high value on cul­
tu ra l goals and exhibited a high expectancy to reach these goals. How­
ever, as a group, the Negro special education students showed a larger 
degree of discrepancy between value and expectancy than tlie Negro regular 
students.
White special students rejected more cultural goals than either of 
the other marginal groups. Their expectancy scores were also low, but 
not significantly lower than the Negro special education students. The 
white special students s t i l l  exhibited greater discrepancy scores than 
any of the groups.
The five control variables of socio-economic sta tus, age, sex, 
school, and I.Q. were the same in both studies. In some . ■’ the areas 
there was a s l i ^ t  variation in scores from the original . udy. The 
differences were s l ig i t  and both studies found the same resu lts using 
the control variables.
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The conclusions drawn from these results are presented in Chapter 
five. Ihe final chapter also contains a short summary of the entire 




% rl]yn Afflect, "Reactions to fferginality: A study of I-fentally Re­
tarded and Ethnic Minorities," Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Iftii- 
versity of California, Los Angeles, (1966), xiv.
CHAPTER V
SUM%RY, CONCLUSiaJS, m  IMPUCATIOÎ̂  
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The problan in  th is  study was to  detennine whether or not the dis­
crepancies between value and ejqDectancy among mentally retarded indi­
viduals differ from the discrepancies found ten years ago; and to  as­
certain  i f  mentally retarded individuals continued to  exhibit reported 
characteristics associated with marginality. Three hundred and nine­
teen (N=319) higi school students who were enrolled in  three Oklahoma 
City high schools were asked to conplete a te s t to measure Ihrginal Per­
sonality Characteristics and value and expectancy patterns. Ninety-nine 
(N=99) VMte regular students, seventy-four (N=7 )̂ Negro regular students, 
one hundred (N=100) VMte special education students, and fifty -five  
(N=55) Negro special education students acted as subjects in  th is  study. 
Participants were interviewed individually. Each interview lasted ^  
proxiraately tvioity minutes. The interview consisted of four parts: two 
involving sorting; two Involving question/answer responses. The f i r s t  
sorting detemined value of cultural goals; the second, expectancy in  
obtaining these goals. The f i r s t  question/answer response was coiprised 
of open-ended questions and the second question/answer area was designed 
to  show marginal personality characteristics. All of the responses were 
recorded on a response sheet by the interviewer.
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Results of the Experiment
Results of testing the f i r s t  null hypothesis showed the groups de­
signated as marginal a l l  showed higher marginal personality character­
i s t ic  scores than the VMte regular group designated as the dominant 
group. Ihe special education students showed significantly higher mar­
ginal personality characteristics than the regular students.
Results of testing the second nu ll hypothesis showed there is  a dif­
ference between value and expectancy. Expectancy scores for a l l  groups 
were lower than the value scores. Higher discrepancy scores were ob­
tained by the special education students than by the regular students.
Ihe cultural goal subarea findings found that of the four groups 
the Negro students showed significantly  higher value scores than did 
the White students. Within the Negro sairole, the special education stu­
dents shov;ed the highest value scores. Cknpared to  the Negro special 
education students the White special education students had the lowest 
value scores.
In present activ ities the expectancy score was higher than the value 
score for a l l  of the four groups of students. The Negro students showed 
the hiÿiest discrepancies. Among the two Negro groups the Negro special 
education students were the highest. The discrepancy scores appeared 
more significant in  terns of race rather than the school status.
In the area of future ac tiv itie s  both groups of special education 
students showed the higriest discrepancy scores. There was no discre­
pancy betv;een the minority-^najorlty students. The differences between 
groups indicated that special education students were less sure of th e ir 
futures.
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The five control variables remained constant. In the results of 
some testing areas, a s l i ^ t  variation of scores occurred when compared 
with Dr. A fflect's study. The differences were slig h t, and the control 
variables had the same results in  both of the studies.
Conclusions Dravm from, the Results 
of the Experiment
Several conclusions were dravm from the results obtained during 
the study. These conclusions are presented as an extension of the study 
and should not be generalized to other school systems or situations.
The overall conclusions were as follows:
CONCLUSION NUMBER 1
Results of testing the f i r s t  null h j^ th e s is  led to the conclusion 
that minority groups continue to  exhibit marginal personality charac­
te r is t ic s , and of the minority groups, special education students shovjed 
a significantly higher incidence of marginal personality characteristics. 
The explanation for th is  is  twofold: F irs t, integration has not made 
the trad itional minority group more a part of the dominant society.
The feelings of isolation for those in the minority position are very 
similar to those found in the Affleet Study. These feelings of isolation 
s t i l l  exist. A possible way to correct th is  problem of isolation is  to 
channel th is  type student in  as many varying situations in society as 
possible to  become a part of the nom. Some examples would be a part 
time job, group ac tiv itie s  in school or mainstreaming in  classroom activ i­
t ie s . A second possible explanation is  in  the relation  to the special 
education students. Despite the increased funding, work-study programs, 
mainstreaming and other advances in special education programs, special
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education students continue to perceive themselves as different and 
apart from the regular students. Special education students feel less 
a part of society than the traditional minority students. Perhaps the 
differences between the two designated minority groups stem from two 
possible explanations. F irs t, Negro regular students have an awareness 
that some of them w ill blend with society. They have exanples of others 
that they have not only blended into society but have become successful 
members as well. Second, white special education students have an aware­
ness that they w ill not blend as well socially or economically in society. 
Special education students do not have successful examples to pattern. 
Special education students recognize that few of them will ever succeed 
in  terms of socio-economic status. The researcher can recommend an 
increased effort in improving self-concept of the special education 
students. Positive reinforcement and group techniques w ill help to 
change the students* feelings about themselves.
CONCLUSION NIÆ4BER 2
Results of testing the second null hypothesis revealed a difference 
between value and expectancy. Expectancy scores for a l l  groups were 
lower than the value scores. H i^er discrepancy scores were obtained 
by the special education students than by the regular students. These 
discrepancies can be seen as rea lis tic  expectancy scores among regular 
students and an uncertainty among special education students with regard 
to  the future. In keeping with the ir marginal social position, the 
special education students do value the cultural goals, but a t the same 
time are aware of the ir limited access to realize these goals. To over­
come the se lf expectancy deficiencies, a concentrated effort should be
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made to help special education students establish rea lis tic  goals. The 
expectancy scores r ise  as the goals become more attainable.
Implications for Further Research
Although the essence of this research was to determine i f ,  in  the 
la s t ten years, there had been any major changes in  the manner in  which 
special education students and traditional minority (Negro) students 
perceive themselves, the true dilemma of the special education student 
cannot be fully examined in this study. Recent court rulings concerning 
ethnic composition of special education, PL 94-103 which necessitates 
yearly reviews and individualization of a l l  programs for exceptional 
children, the growing influx of additional ethnic minority groups add 
confounding factors.
One question th is study did not attempt to examine is  the relevancy 
of the question of marginality with particular regard to  ethnic minori­
t ie s . In a time when ethnic pride is  on the increase, when the dominant 
cultural values are in the process of rejection and being replaced by 
sub-culture cultural values, minority groups may exhibit some marginal 
characteristics. They may show some discrepancy betv.'een value and ex­
pectancy and a t the same time not be truly marginal in the classical 
sense.
The picture of special education is  in a constant sta te  of change. 
What was true in terms of placement a t the time th is  study was conducted 
has already been reviewed. The Health Education Welfare guidelines were 
revncitten to lower the maximum I.Q. score to 65 that a student must 
have to qualify for special education placement. This was placed in 
effect for the 1976-77 school year. Therefore, there i s  a possibility
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that at least some of the students used in this study as part of the 
mentally retarded group have been returned to the regular classroom.
One area for future research is how these students who were once idenfi- 
fied as mentally retarded now perceive themselves. Will they feel a 
greater part of the social mainstream or more alienation from it?
One question that needs to be examined in depth is  the stage of 
growth development where the feelings of marginality begin. This study 
and Dr. A fflect's research both dealt with high school students. Many 
of these students have been in special education classrooms most of their 
school years. At what point did these students become aware of their 
social position? A cross-sectional study on retarded students might 
yield th is information. Additionally, a longitudinal study following 
those students identified as mentally retarded would be beneficial.
After they leave the public schools and se ttle  into a community, will 
they then perceive themselves as integrated with the social stratum ^  
s t i l l  on the periphery, and to what degree?
I t  would appear triat marginality is  most relevant in relation to 
mentally retarded individuals. I t  is  fe lt  that there are many aspects 
of marginality and mental retardation that can be investigated and ex­
plored in further research so that educators can become more aware of 
the problems confronting the mentally retarded student.
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Personal Values Questionnaire 
Liked Very much 1 2
1A 15 16 17 18
2 9 3 0 31 3 2 3 3
3 4 3  6 7  8 9 1 0 . 11 * 12 13
19 2 0 21 2 2 2 3 24 2 5 2 6 2 7 28








3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 12 13
18 19 2 0 21 2 2 2 3 24 2 5 2 6 2 7 28
3 3 34 5 5 3 6 37 5 8 39 4 0 ■
Not Liked 1 2 3 4 5 6  ? 8  9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16  17 18 19 2 0  21 22  23 24 25  26  2? 28
29 3 0  31 32 33 34  35 36  37 38  39 4o
What are the things you would like to have most <£ all? V/hat are the things you would like to be able 
to do most of all? /'
What kind of a person would you like to be if you could be any kind of person you wanted?
Expectations Questionnaire
W ill Happen 1 2 3 4 5 6  ? 8  9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16  17 18 19 2 0  21 22  23 24 25 26  27  28
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o
Maybe 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0  21 22  23  24 25 26  27  28
29  30  31 32  33 34 35 3 6  37 38 39 4o VO
Will Not Happen 1 2 2 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 1)
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 25 24 25 26 2? 28
29 30 31 32 33 • 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Which of these things do most people think are very important? Name 5 or 4 of the moot important 
things.
Work exoerience
Do you have a job? (If so, list job)_
What jobs have you had in the past?_
&
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_ 1. Do you often stay away fron people because you are afraid 
, they might not like  you?
_ 2, Do you feel uncomfortable when you are around people you do 
not know?
_ 3. Do people seem to change from day to day in the way they 
trea t you?
_ 4. Do you often have a hard time making up your -mind?
_ 5» Do you sometimes feel unhappy without knowing why?
_ 6. Do you sometimes fee l that nobody really  understands you?
_ 7» Do you wish people liked you better than they do?
_ 8. Do you make friends easily?
_ 9» Do you often find yourself day-dreaming instead of paying 
attention to what is  going on?
JO . Do you feel lonely most of the time, even when you are with 
other people?
11. Can you do most things as well as the other kids?
J 2 .  Do most of the people you know like  to have you near them?
J 3 .  Kany'times do you feel that something terrib le  is  going to 
happen?
14. Do you often feel that l i f e  is not worth living?
J 5 .  Do your feelings get hurt almost every day?
j 6 .  Do you enjoy yourself as much as the other kids do?
17. Do things turn out bad no matter what you do•>
J 8 . Are you happy and contented most of the time?
J 9 . Do you worry about things more than other people?
20. Do you usually enjoy yourself wherever you go?
21. Do you often get blamed for what someone else has done?
_22. Do you think i t  i s  be tter to try to do things alone be­
cause you can 't  count on other people?
_2). Do people always pick on you?
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24. Do people often make mean remarks about you behind your back?
J25. Are other people almost always w illing to help you i f  you 
need help?
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CULTIKAL GOALS • 
Personal Relations
1. To get along well with most of the kids.
2. To be in on the fun that goes on around here.
3» To have many friends in  different groups.
4. To know that the teacher likes you as a person.
5» To be well liked by most of the people around you.
In tellectual Achievement
6. To get good grades.
7. To read many books.
8. To be able to write s to ries .
9. To read fas t .
10. To graduate from high school,
11. To be well prepared for class discussion.
12. To win a scholarship to some college.
13. To graduate.from college,
14. To get your ideas across in class.
13. To be able to answer other kids' questions about school work.
16. To understand new things quickly in class.
17. To have your teachers want you to go to college.
18. To do well in  math and science classes.
19. To have other kids think you are a good student.
20. To have the teachers think you are a good student.
21. To have good enough grades to go on to college i f  you want to,
22. To be able to go to trade school.
Job Achievement
23. To have a job which w ill give you a chance to get ahead.
24. To have a steady job.
25. To have a job that people look up to,
26. To have a job with a large pay check.
27. To have a job where you work on your own.
28. To have a job where you are boss over a large number of people,
29. To have, a job in which you make decisions.
\
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\ Present Activities
JO. To belong to clubs a t school.
J1. To go to school ball games.
32. To be able to go out in the evenings.
33. To buy your own clothes.
34. To do the grocery shopping for the family.
35» To go to movies.
Future Activities
J6. In the future to be respected in your c ity .
37. To get married in the future.
38. In the future to be a leader in your c ity .
39. To have your own home in  the future.
40. To go into the service (army, navy or a ir  force).
